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Abstract
This is a survey of the main aims and results of the ESPRIT Basic Research Working
Group COMPUTING BY GRAPH TRANSFORMATION with main emphasize on
COMPUGRAPH II    following up the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH
  	 Starting with an overview of the history of graph grammars and graph
transformations the research goals and main results are presented within the follow
ing three research areas
 Foundations Concurrency and Graph Transformations for
Specication and Programming	
 Introduction
Graph transformations can be considered as a rule based approach for dynamic
changes of graphs and all kinds of graphical structures which are used as
models in computer science and other areas The area of graph grammars and
graph transformations extends that of Chomsky grammars based on strings
on one hand and that of term rewriting based on trees on the other hand
because strings and trees are specic kinds of graphs
The research area of graph grammars or graph transformations is a rela
tively young discipline of computer science Its origins date back to the early
seventies Nevertheless methods techniques and results from the area of
graph transformations have already been studied and applied in many elds
of computer science such as formal language theory pattern recognition and
generation compiler construction software engineering concurrent and dis
tributed systems modelling database design and theory logical and functorial
programming AI ect
This wide applicability is due to the fact that graphs are a very natural way
of explaining complex situations on an intuitive level Hence they are used in
computer science almost everywhere eg as data and control ow diagrams
entity relationship diagrams Petri nets visualization of software and hard
ware architectures evolution diagrams of nondeterministic processes SADT
diagrams and manymore Like the token game for Petri nets a graph trans
formation brings dynamic to all these descriptions since it can describe the
evolution of graphical structures Therefore graph transformations become
c
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attractive as a programming paradigm for complexstructured software and
graphical interfaces In particular graph rewriting is promising as a com
prehensive framework in which the transformation of all these very dierent
structures can be modelled and studied in a uniform way
 Historical Remarks
One of the systematic lines of studies towards the thorough understanding of
the nature of such graph transformations was initiated about 	
 years ago by
Rosenfeld et al Their research was motivated by practical applications in
dierent areas in particular by applications to syntactic pattern recognition
Since the local transformations were given in a form similar to productions
in Chomsky grammars which are used to specify natural and programming
languages this new direction initiated by Rosenfeld et al was called graph
grammars
In the early 
s graph grammars were independently introduced in Eu
rope by Schneider ErlangenBerlin Pfender Ehrig Berlin and Montanari
Pisa
In Berlin Technical University the algebraic approach to graph gram
mars was developed by H Ehrig and his group in cooperation with H J
Schneider who had initiated graph grammars in Erlangen where the basic
notions were formalized in the framework of algebra and category theory The
main line of research was concerned with the notions of parallelism and con
currency in the framework of graph grammars When HJ Kreowski moved
to Bremen a lot of research on graph transformation mainly concentrated
on hyperedge replacement and nonsequential graph grammar processes was
pursuited by his group in Bremen
Since the early days of graph grammars Erlangen has been an important
center of research Here H J Schneider and his group were following the alge
braic approach and also developing a more traditional grammatical approach
with applications directed towards software engineering and in particular
compiler construction This line of research was continued by M Nagl By
today he and his group applied graph grammars successfully to the whole
range of problems in the area of software engineering
In the late 
s G Rozenberg and D Janssens in the Netherlands initiated
the NodeLabel Controlled NLC approach to graph grammars Through
the years this approach was consolidated providing a solid mathematical
framework for a considerable part of research in the theory of graph gram
mars This research has been pursuited in Leiden The Netherlands and
Boulder Colorado USA This line of research and the study of graph
grammars for actor systems has been taken up by D Janssens to build up
new groups in Brussels and Antwerp
In the mid 
s a new group on graph grammars was built up in France by
B Courcelle in Bordeaux combining methods from logic and algebra Main
intentions are to improve eciency of term rewriting by the use of graphs and
to build up a logical and combinatorial theory of graphs
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Research and development projects concerning distributed computer sys
tems and computer networks have shown a signicant lack of theoretical foun
dations This problem has inuenced U Montanari in Pisa to dene graph
grammars for concurrent and distributed systems and to build up a corre
sponding group in graph grammars in Italy
In addition to these groups mentioned above several other activities con
cerning graph grammars have been started during the last decade especially in
the USA and Australia In the USA important contributions to theory and
application of the algebraic approach were given by B K Rosen IBM York
town Heights Today the dierent European groups seem to have a leading
role Especially they have organized already ve very successful Interna
tional Workshops on Graph Grammars and their Applications to Computer
Science  and 	 in Germany   due to the growing international
interest  together with A Rosenfeld Maryland in the USA 
 again
in Europe and  in cooperation with J Cuny a second workshop in the
USA The proceedings of all the workshops have been published in Springer
LNCS in the years    see eg  resp will be published 
Due to the growing interest of graph transformations in Europe the ES
PRIT Basic Research Working Group Computing by Graph Transformation
COMPUGRAPH started on March   and its second phase  COM
PUGRAPH II  began on October  	 and will be terminated March 

 The COMPUGRAPH II Working Group
The COMPUGRAPH II Working Group consists of the following team mem
bers and European cooperators
Berlin Prof Dr H Ehrig Dr M Lowe M Kor G Taentzer A
Wagner L Ribeiro J Muller R Heckel R Betschko
Cooperators Prof Dr H J Schneider Prof Dr F ParisiPresicce Prof
Dr G Valiente
Bordeaux Prof Dr B Courcelle Prof Dr Y Metivier Prof Dr G
Senizergues Prof Dr Strandh Dr M Billaud Dr W Zielonka Dr E
Sopena Dr M Bauderon Dr I Durand Dr I Litovsky M Mosbah A
Paries D Lapoire
Cooperators Prof Dr Arnborg Prof Dr Dauchet Prof Dr Raoult
Bremen Prof Dr HJ Kreowski Dr A Habel Dr B Homann D
Plump G David S Kuske F Drewes S Taubenberger
Cooperator Prof Dr C Lautemann

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BrusselsAntwerp since October  Prof Dr D Janssens Joris
Heirbaut Tom Mens
Cooperator Prof Dr F Brandenburg
Leiden Prof Dr G Rozenberg Prof Dr G Engels Dr J Engelfriet
Dr P Koopman M Andries
Cooperator Prof Dr M Nagl
Pisa Prof U Montanari Prof Dr P Degano Prof Dr Maggiolo
Schettini Dr A Corradini Dr F Rossi
Cooperators Prof Dr R de Nicola Prof Dr F ParisiPresicce
In addition to the European cooperators mentioned above there are close
links to other ESPRIT Basic Research Actions especially COMPASS and
SEMAGRAPH and to international experts in the area of graph transforma
tions all over the world
 Aims Paradigms and Research Areas
Computing originally was done on the level of the von Neumann Machine
which is based on machine instructions and registers This kind of low level
computing was considerably improved by assembler and high level impera
tive languages From the conceptual  but not yet from the eciency point
of view these languages were further improved by functional and logical pro
gramming languages This newer kind of computing is mainly based on term
rewriting which  in the terminology of graphs and graph transformations 
can be considered as a concept of tree transformations Trees however dont
allow sharing of common substructures which is one of the main reasons for
eciency problems concerning functional and logical programs This leads to
consider graphs rather than trees as the fundamental structure of computing
The novelty of our approach is to advocate graph transformations for the
whole range of computing Our concept of Computing by Graph Transfor
mations is not limited to programming but includes also specication and
implementation by graph transformations as well as graph algorithms and
computational models and computer architectures for graph transformations
Thus it is supposed to extend current graph grammar techniques in view
of specication programming and implementation concepts One of the main
objections against graphs as fundamental data structure is the high complexity
of most graph algorithms typically NPcomplete Most recently however it
was shown how to use the theory of graph grammars to reduce the complexity
of graph algorithms from intractable NPcomplete to tractable polynomial
and even ecient linear cases
On the other hand the eciency of imperative programming techniques in
contrast to functional and logical ones is the reason  as pointed out above 
that most of our computers are still based on the von Neumann architecture
with its concept of references and pointers Eciency of many wellknown

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algorithms is based on that capability The new idea is to use the wellknown
concept of references and pointers to allow ecient representation and trans
formation of quite arbitrary graphs and to overcome the restrictions of tree
transformations which are mainly used up to now
Combining these aspects there is really a good chance for a breakthrough
in several areas of computer sciences using graph transformations
The main research areas of COMPUGRAPH II are

Foundations

Concurrency

Graph Transformation in Specication and Programming
The main research goals and results in these areas will be summarized in
the following sections of this paper For most of the explicit references of the
corresponding papers about 	

 published within COMPUGRAPH II we
refer to the rst two interim reports  and  For a summary of the results
of the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH we refer to the surveys  and 
 Foundations
The main research goal in this area is a comparative study unication and the
strengthening of the concepts developed in the dierent approaches especially
the algebraic algorithmic logical and the hyperedge replacement approach
This should lead to a much better understanding of common goals and re
sults of dierent approaches Moreover the research on foundations should
provide a uniform and solid basis for the investigations in the research areas
concurrency and graph transformations for specication and programming
The main results in the dierent areas are the following
 Algebraic Approaches
The algebraic approach developed in the 
s and 
s is based on two pushout
constructions in the category of graphs and total graph morphisms It is
now called doublepushout approach short DPOapproach in contrast to the
singlepushout approach short SPOapproach which is based on a single
pushout in the category of graphs and partial graph morphisms
While the foundations of the DPOapproach were almost stable in the
rst phase of COMPUGRAPH signicant new results have been obtained in
cooperation of the groups in Pisa and Berlin concerning suitable notions for
abstract graph derivations based on standard isomorphisms and typed graph
grammars
Concerning the SPOapproach the basic theory has been developed by
Michael Lowe in his PhDthesis and subsequent publications in the rst phase
of COMPUGRAPH In the second phase signicant extensions have been
made by the Berlin and Erlangen groups concerning attributed graphs which
can be considered as dynamic abstract data types and graph transformations

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with application and consistency conditions which are important in view of
specication by graph transformation
An interesting new algebraic approach based on pullbacks instead of push
outs called PBapproach has been developed by M Bauderon Bordeaux
which is promising concerning unication of other approaches
 Categorical Approaches
The theory of highlevelreplacement systems short HLRsystems is a cate
gorical generalization of the DPOapproach which was developed in the rst
phase by the groups in Berlin and Bremen in cooperation with F Parisi
Presicce LAquila in order to unify DPOapproaches based on dierent kinds
of graphs and structures In the second phase theory and applications of
HLRsystems were extended in various ways especially to include canonical
derivation sequences in the theory and transformations of algebraic specica
tions and algebraic highlevel nets in the applications Moreover the HLR
approach was extended to the SPOapproach in the second phase and a special
case called generalized graph structures was developed by M Kor Berlin
in view of applications to concurrent objectoriented systems An interest
ing notion of categorical graph grammars was developed by H J Schneider
Erlangen
 Context Free Graph Grammars and Extensions
Several interesting results concerning unication of contextfree and noncon
textfree approaches for graph grammars have been obtained already by the
groups in Bordeaux Bremen and Leiden in the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH
An excellent survey of hyperedgereplacement HR is given in the PhDthesis
by A Habel BremenHildesheim published in Springer LNCS see 
 In
the second phase the relationship be tween hyperedge and vertexreplacement
was studied in more detail by B Courcelle Bordeaux and an interesting ex
tension of HRgrammars called collage grammars was studied in the Bremen
group where important decidability results and interesting applications to
fractal geometry were obtained Moreover the extension of contextfree graph
grammars using application conditions mentioned in 	 allows to consider
rules with positive and negative context conditions which increase their ex
pressive power
 Logical Approach
In the rst phase B Courcelle has used already monadic secondorder logic
as a formal language to express graph properties and to characterize graph
transductions 	 In the second phase this was extended to specify also non
contextfree sets of graphs and hypergraphs and to dene linear orders on
graphs with applications to traces and modular decomposition of graphs

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 New Approaches 	Structures and Graph Relabeling

In addition to the new PBapproach 	 and that of generalized graph struc
tures 		 two other interesting new approaches have been developed in the
second phase The concept of 	structures a variant of graphs developed by
G Rozenberg Leiden in cooperation with Boulder and Turku has been ex
tended to transformations of 	structures  with applications to networks
communication and texts The concept of graph relabeling systems devel
oped in Bordeaux allows to study graph transformations without changing
the underlying structure but only the labelling of the graph
 Concurrency
The main research goal in this area is a highlevel concept for concurrent and
distributed computation based on graph transformations which is suitable
to express various kinds of semantics of concurrent computations as well as
specications of distributed systems based on graph transformations The
main results in this area are the following
 Truly Concurrent Semantics
In a joint research activity the Berlin and Pisa groups have started to provide
graph grammars with a truly concurrent semantics in terms of event struc
tures similar to the corresponding construction for Petri nets The ultimate
goal for this research is to make graph grammars even a better candidate as
model for the specication of concurrent and distributed systems In partic
ular the Pisa group has developed a notion of graph processes generalizing
GolzReisig net processes The event structure construction has been obtained
for safe graph grammars avoiding automorphisms of graphs in a rst step
 and was then extended to general consuming grammars ie each graph
grammar rule deletes at least one item The event structure construction is
based on the construction of abstract graph derivations 	 in contrast to
a corresponding construction by Schied Erlangen based on concrete repre
sentations of graphs It remains open to extend the construction to become
an adjunction between the categories of graph grammars and event structures
similar to the case of Petri nets All these constructions are based on the DPO
approach 	 but currently an event structure semantics is also developed in
the SPOapproach in the forthcoming PhDthesis of M Kor Berlin
 Canonical Parallel Derivations
Already in the late 
s HJ Kreowski has shown in his PhDthesis existence
and uniqueness of canonical derivations for graph grammars in the DPO
approach with parallel productions Canonical derivations are the graph gram
matical counterpart to leftmost derivations in Chomsky grammars Within
COMPUGRAPH II the groups in Berlin and Bremen were able to generalize
this result to HLRsystems 		 including graphs hypergraphs structures
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algebraic specications and algebraic highlevel nets Moreover HJ Kre
owski has presented an axiomatic approach to canonical derivation sequences
and the Berlin group has solved this problem in the SPOapproach A dier
ent kind of representatives for shiftequivalent classes of derivations has been
proposed by Pisa resp Berlin in the DPO resp SPOapproach using a suit
able colimit construction for derivation sequences which allows to extract the
causal ordering of direct derivations in an explicit way
 Parallel and Distributed Graph Grammars and Synchronization Mecha
nisms
Parallel and distributed graph grammars have been developed in the alge
braic approach already in the 
s and 
s Within COMPUGRAPH II a
systematic study of dierent kinds of these graph grammars was done by G
Taentzer Berlin showing exactly how these approaches are related to each
other and how they are able to express dierent synchronization mechanisms
Her new concept of hierarchically distributed graph transformations allows to
transform the topological structure of a distributed system and the local state
graphs within one approach A new synchronization mechanism which allows
to solve asymmetric conicts has been developed by the Pisa group Dis
tributed graph grammars have been studied in the DPO and SPOapproach
likewise
 Extended Structure Morphism Systems
Motivated by a notion of Actor grammars which has been developed in Leiden
in the late 
s in order to model actor systems by graph grammars the new
concept of extended structure morphisms short ESMsystems has been devel
oped by D Janssens BrusselsAntwerp within COMPUGRAPH II  In
this approach the basic objects called computation structures are not states
represented by graphs  as usual in other graph transformation approaches 
but rewriting processes while system states can be considered as special cases
In the theory of ESMsystems the communication of processes corresponds to
a simple pushout construction such that they can be considered as a special
case of the SPOapproach 	 As main results a compositional semantics for
ESMsystems is given and it is shown how classical Actor systems and Petri
nets as well as new interesting variants of them can be obtained as special
cases of ESMsystems
 Graph Transformations and Other Models of Concurrency
As pointed out in  and  already graph transformations resp ESM
systems allow to model Actor systems and Petri nets which are wellknown
models of concurrency Actor systems have also been modelled by M
Kor by algebraic actor graph grammars and extended to generalized graph
structure grammars 		 as a model for concurrent objectoriented systems
In the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH it was already shown by the Pisa group

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how to represent logic programming by contextfree graph grammars This
idea was extended in the second phase by modelling concurrent constraint
programming using graph transformations in the DPOapproach with context
represented by the interface graph This idea was applied to Petri nets leading
to the new notion of contextual nets Another interesting application of graph
transformations to Petri nets is to consider placetransition colored or alge
braic highlevel nets as objects in the sense of highlevel replacement systems
		 which allows to transform the dynamic structure of dierent kinds of
Petri nets in a rulebased way It was also shown by the Berlin group that the
relationship between graph grammars and place transition nets can be lifted
to attributed graph grammars and algebraic highlevel nets Finally it was
shown by the Pisa group that state charts can be modelled by graph gram
mars such that dynamic changes of congurations of state charts correspond
to graph transformations
 Graph Transformation for Specication and Program
ming
In the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH executability of algebraic specications
using graph transformations was one of the main aims It turned out that
jungle evaluation studied by the group in Bremen and term graph rewrit
ing investigated in the ESPRIT Basic Research Action SEMAGRAPH were
closely related to each other and both are very useful for ecient execution
of algebraic specications on one hand and functional programs on the other
hand In the second phase of COMPUGRAPH the aim is even broader We
want to justify the new paradigm that computing by graph transformation is
a fundamental concept for specication and programming on dierent levels of
abstraction in the software development process This includes in addition to
term graph rewriting the integration of graph transformations graph rewrit
ing languages for specication of programs and software systems modularity
concepts for graph transformation systems as well as tools and applications
The main results in these areas are the following
 Term Graph Rewriting
In the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH and SEMAGRAPH it has been shown
already that functional expressions and logical formulas represented by graphs
and hypergraphs allow sharing of common subexpressions or subformulas and
hence an ecient evaluation using graph and hypergraph rewriting Main re
sults of the theory for the evaluation of functional expressions by hypergraph
rewriting based on the algebraic DPOapproach are summarized in the PhD
thesis by D Plump Bremen In the second phase of COMPUGRAPH these
results have been extended by the groups in Bremen Pisa and Berlin taking
into account also folding steps for the identication of common subexpressions
memoization and implementation technique known from function program
ming narrowing which combines conditional term rewriting with unication

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graph rewriting and critical pair analysis in analogy to wellknown results in
term rewriting
 Graph Rewrite Systems and Languages
In the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH the Berlin group has developed the
AGGSystem an implementation of algebraic graph rewriting based on the
SPOapproach 	 In the second phase this AGGsystem was documented
and applied and a system called BIZARR to visualize collage and other gram
mars is under development in Bremen
The graph rewriting language PROGRES has been developed by A Schurr
Aachen extending the wellknown IPSENapproach initiated by M Nagl and
his group in the 
s for software development using graph transformations
based on the algorithmic approach IPSEN and PROGRES have been suc
cessful already in several practical applications but do not include parallelism
and modularity
A new graph and rule centered language called GRACE is in an early
stage of development in the second phase of COMPUGRAPH by the group in
Bremen in cooperation with Aachen Berlin and Leiden 	 The main idea of
GRACE is that of structured programming with graph transformation units
which are independent of a specic graph grammar approach
A language for hypergraph rewriting has been developed by the group in
Pisa
 Modularity of Graph Transformation Systems
A rst kind of modularity for graph transformation systems is the notion of dis
tributed graph transformations studied in the late 
s for the DPOapproach
	 and in the rst phase of COMPUGRAPH for the SPOapproach 
Within COMPUGRAPH II modularity was considered to be one of the im
portant aims and dierent modularity concepts based on distributed graph
transformations the inheritance concept from objectoriented programming
and an importexportconcept similar to algebraic module specications is un
der development by the groups in Leiden and Berlin  Moreover transfor
mation units in the sense of GRACE 	 can be considered as a modularity
concept in its own right or as integrated part of other concepts An important
aspect for modularity is also the integration of graph types and typed graph
transformations which are studied by the groups in Leiden and Berlin in co
operation with Aachen But these are only rst attempts in order to obtain
suitable modularity concepts for graph transformation systems and languages
Another aspect is the combination of graph transformation systems using cat
egorical methods studied by the groups in Pisa and Berlin

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 Applications to Languages and Software Systems
As pointed out in  and 	 already graph transformations have been used
successfully for specication and implementation of functional languages and
software systems before and within the rst phase of COMPUGRAPHWithin
COMPUGRAPH II several new applications have been studied The most
important language applications are a hybrid query language for databases
and a visual language for parsing of pictures by the Leiden group and the
semantics of the objectbased database language TROLL light by A Wagner
Berlin in cooperation with M Gogolla BraunschweigBremen Concerning
applications of graph transformations for specication of software systems
let us mention main aspects of the specication of the AGGsystem using
parallel graph transformation systems of a shipping software system using
attributed graph transformations of the software development process using
algebraic graph transformations and a telephone system using generalized
graph transformations 		 by the group in Berlin A DModel of Software
Engineering using PROGRES and a G	LSystem for the design of modular
articial neural networks was developed by the group in Leiden a Character
Recognition System using attributed graph transformtions by G Valiente
Palma de Mallorca and a CIMSystem for version management by the
group in Aachen
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